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About the Book

Home is where the heart is --- and this Partonville homecoming will warm the hearts of all Dearest Dorothy fans 

this fall

The colorful characters of Partonville, Illinois, are back once again to delight Charlene Ann Baumbich?s ever-growing 

legion of fans. Dorothy is thrilled that her attorney son Jacob is moving back to their hometown and wonders if he might 

help Katie Durbin with more than legal matters. Meanwhile, Partonville?s mayoral elections have just heated up. 

Incumbent Gladys McKern is being challenged by Sam Vitner, owner of Swappin? Sam?s, whose campaign slogan is 

?McKern?s had her turn! Time to SWAP! VITNER for Mayor!? And the contest to name Katie?s new mini-mall incites 

competition and a mad dash of entries. Through it all, Dorothy?s spirit and the Partonvillers? antics will keep readers 

wanting to circle the town square again and again.

Discussion Guide

1. Imagine you?re one of Partonville?s mayoral candidates. How would you have handled the race differently? Do you 

think you would have been able to defend yourself in front of the whole town with more success than Gladys? Now 

imagine if you were running for mayor of the town where you live. What changes would you make? What would you 

choose as your campaign slogan?
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2. Jacob, like Katie before him, has trouble adapting to small-town life after living in a large city. Explore some of the 

differences between living in a city and living in a small town. Specifically, how would the attorney/client relationship 

be different? Do you think it would be more difficult for a ?city slicker? to get used to small-town life? Or would the 

reverse present more challenges? Why?

3. Josh is having some trouble with his driving again. Should his uncle have kept the traffic stop to himself? Would you 

have done the same? Discuss times you or people you knew thought they were getting away with something, only to get 

caught later. What did you think about Katie?s reaction?

4. Even though she needs to keep quiet about her business deals, what could Katie do differently in order to convince the 

townsfolk that she?s one of them?

5. If you were given space in Katie?s mini mall, what type of store would you open? Consider that whatever store you 

choose would benefit from synergy with the shops that already exist.

6. It seems that living in Partonville nearly guarantees you?re going to have a catastrophe while entertaining. Recall 

some instances when you?d rather have kept the door closed when guests arrived. How did you handle the situation? 

Have you ever been on the other side of that door about to walk into a disastrous evening?

7. Timing is everything in this novel. Recall some events when timing -- good or bad --- made all the difference in the 

world to you. In the good instances, was it your own timing or do you believe there was a higher power involved?

Author Bio

Charlene Ann Baumbich is the author of the Dearest Dorothy series, STRAY AFFECTIONS and DIVINE 

APPOINTMENTS, as well as several nonfiction books of humor and inspiration. She is also a popular speaker, an 

award-winning journalist, and lives with her husband in Glen Ellyn, Illinois.

Critical Praise

?Fans of Jan Karon?s Mitford or Philip Gulley?s Harmony will revel in the antics of the residents of Partonville. . . . The 

characters are quirky and charming.?
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